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How email communication can become a major threat to your organization and ways that
you can deal with it.
In today’s business world, email communication has replaced other various types of communication tools
including memos, faxes and letters. Corporations are increasingly being dependant on email as the
primary device for internal as well as external communication. Transferring information electronically can
be very convenient and trouble-free for employees, but it could also present major threats for
organizations. While email presence in the corporate world has undoubtedly enhanced the way we
communicate, it also makes it easy for users to transfer confidential information into the wrong hands.
Many would agree that employees are a company’s greatest asset, but these same employees may also be
the ones transferring confidential information via email to unauthorized recipients. Many organizations
focus on eliminating and controlling external threats such as spam and viruses, but lack the effort in
scrutinizing threats from within. Although monitoring external threats is without doubt crucial for
organizations, it should also be noted that threats from within is equally as important. What about that
disgruntled employee who sends confidential data, including client and vendor information via email to a
competitor? Or when you notice that your Domino server database documents being deleted
unexpectedly? How would you deal with such situations? Do you really want to spend vast amount of time
hunting for the perpetrator rather than concentrating on your core business activities?
Some questions that you would seek answers to might include:

• Who did it?
• Where did the activity originate from?
• When did this happen?
• To which recipients was the information sent to?
• What information has been sent or deleted?
• Has this been going on for a long time?
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The organization may never get answers to the questions above to deal with such internal issues, unless
they have a solid IT infrastructure to keep audit trails of everything going on in their Domino environment.
This is where SecurSearch and SecurTrac come into play.
SecurSearch 2.0 is designed for businesses to perform search and analysis within SecurTrac logs as well as
to perform e-discovery within Lotus Domino user mail databases to discover any misuse of information
and/or disclosure of confidential information to external sources.
Here are some of the new features included in SecurSearch 2.0:
• Ability to search user mail database in addition to SecurTrac log databases.
• Ability to search through SecurTrac user activity SecurTrac logs.
• Ability to have the requested searches performed by the server instead of the SecurSearch client. This helps to
improve performance and minimizes delays for searches to be completed over a slow LAN/WAN connection.
• Ability to run searches using the “Full Access Administrator” security field of a Domino server’s “Server
Document”, thus enabling the ability to search through SecurTrac Logs and/or Mail databases even if not
listed in the database ACL.
• Save point in time summary search results as a snapshot for viewing at a later time, without having to perform
another search.
• Now you can create database Full-Text indexes directly from within the SecurSearch client.
• Receive notifications every time someone performs a search query with SecurSearch. This notification will help
maintain an audit trail of its usage and prevent misuse.
SecurTrac is a compliance and audit solution that enhances the security of the Domino environment by
delivering advanced logging functionality with real-time notifications and audit trails to identify who did
what and when. SecurTrac can assist you with auditing by keeping audit trail records for email, Database
applications, the Domino Directory, User Activity, Intrusion Detection events and notes.ini settings.
Here are some of the new features included in SecurTrac 2.4:
• Mail Policy Feature: Quarantine/Delete/Copy email violations
• Formula Wizard: No more need to know formula language in order to use sophisticated criteria matching
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